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The financial aid season is a veritable showdown among competing institutions. 
‘Ability to pay’ and ‘willingness to pay’ have become two very different considerations. 
While marketing emphasizes value propositions, enrollment teams, having done their 
best with conventional aid packages, remain unaware of what recruits are actually 
thinking. By the time they find out, it may already be too late. 

LRAP changes the conversation from cost to value, allowing you to draw applicants’ 
attention to the quality and outcomes of the education provided at your institution, 
while yielding impressive results: 

“In using our targeted approach of LRAP since 2011, we have seen an increase of 
40% in new students.  We have seen a 3% drop in melt rate over the same time 
frame.  We plan to increase some of our target parameters to increase yield in 
certain demographics.  Also, the retention rate among LRAP recipients is 8% 

higher than the rest of campus.”
- Kevin E. Gilliam

Assistant Vice President of Enrollment and Marketing, Grace Bible College

Including LRAP in financial aid awards shifts the decision paradigm, away from 
‘how much institutional aid can you give me’ to ‘if I attend your college how confident 
can I be in my future?’ Playing fields are leveled - between living at home and having 
the full on-campus experience, and between a preferred major and one projected to 
pay better. 
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 “LRAP has been the best tool I have found to directly affect melt  
and increase student population.”

- Kevin E. Gilliam
Associate Vice President of Enrollment and Marketing, Grace Bible College
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“ “LRAP helped give 
me and my parents 
peace of mind, 
knowing that I can 
go to college with 
financial assistance.

- John, LRAP Student

“ “LRAP has given 
me confidence 
and peace about 
pursuing my 
passion!

- Kim, LRAP Student


